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The strength of neuro-fuzzy systems involves two contradictory requirements in fuzzy modelling: interpretability and accuracy. Improving the approximation accuracy and interpretability of fuzzy systems is an important issue either in fuzzy systems theory or in its applications [1] . An adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based on TSK model is a specific approach of neuro-fuzzy that has shown significant results in classification problem. The structure of adaptive neuro-fuzzy system (ANFIS) is similar with general neuro-fuzzy system. It learns features in the data set, and adjusts the system parameters according to a given error criterion [2] . But in the rule layer, it gives a number of nodes that represents a self generating all possible fuzzy rules in neuro-fuzzy structure. The self generating rules give a chance to produce effective or ineffective rules. So, a simultaneously technique that generates the ANFIS that has good accuracy and has effective rules is necessary in this research.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is one of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) techniques that is widely used and rapidly developed by researchers, due to its easy implementation and few particles required to be tuned. Furthermore PSO is a very simple concept and paradigms which can be implemented in a few lines of computer code. It requires only primitive  ISSN: 1693-6930 mathematical operators, and is computationally inexpensive in terms of both memory requirements and speed [3] [4] . The research on conflicting fuzzy neural network (FNN) problem by using PSO has been publish by [5] , but in this research, the rules is generates by an expert.
Based on the advantages of PSO and the needed of ANFIS to stabilise the conflicting criteria in neuro-fuzzy problem, this study will examined particle swarm optimization to balance accuracy and interpretability trade-offs in ANFIS structure.
The organisation of the paper is as detailed. Section 2 describes the adaptive neurofuzzy concepts. Section 3 describes the proposed modified neuro-fuzzy classifier using PSO in detail. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation procedure for the classifier. The conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy System
As the general fuzzy modelling structure, ANFIS is mainly characterised by two features that assess the quality of the obtained fuzzy models: interpretability and accuracy [6] . Interpretability refers to the ability of fuzzy models to represent the habitual of its systems. Some of researchers agreed that the interpretability covers several issues, such as the model structure, the number of input variables, and the number of fuzzy rules, the number of linguistic terms, and the shape of the fuzzy sets. The interpretability is important issues in ANFIS process because it is affecting the complexity and processing time of the system. Based on [1] , interpretability can be improved by fine-tuning the fuzzy rules with regularisation such as growing and pruning fuzzy rule number to find the effective one from all possible fuzzy rules in neuro-fuzzy structure.
The accuracy has straightforward definition. It refers to the capability of the fuzzy model to faithfully represent the modelled system. The closer the model to the system, the accuracy closeness is higher as the similarity between the responses of the real system and the fuzzy model is understood. One of the neuro-fuzzy advantages is neuro-fuzzy can be designed based solely on approximation and the linguistic information. Therefore, based on [7] the satisfactory level of accuracy can be achieved by tuning the network structure and parameter learning of neuro-fuzzy and based on [8] , there are a high relationship between membership function parameter and accuracy. This statement has led to ideas on how to tuning membership functions to improve the accuracy of neuro-fuzzy systems.
Based on the two contradictory requirements in fuzzy modelling, ANFIS can be formulated with two objectives that will simultaneously optimised, i.e. 1. Tuning the parameter learning of ANFIS to obtain a good performance (Accuracy) of fuzzy modelling based on Mean Squared Error (MSE). It is given as:
Where and are the network output and the desired output, respectively, and is the number of data. 2. Growing and pruning fuzzy rule number to obtain a good Interpretability of fuzzy modelling. It is given as:
Where is the maximum number of rule nodes, and Ο Ο is a binary value used to indicate whether the rule node exists or not. It works as a switch to turn a rule node on or off. 
Modified Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy System using PSO
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is part of evolutionary algorithm that will use by ANFIS as a learning method to optimise both conflicting criteria. A definition of PSO based on describes PSO as a swarm of particles, where particle represent a potential solution.
Particle swarm optimization consists of particle where position of the particle is influenced by velocity. Let denote the position of particle in the search space at time step ; unless otherwise stated, t denotes discrete time steps. The position of the particle is changed by adding a velocity, to the current position:
Where and are acceleration coefficient, and are random vector and and local best and global best respectively. PSO is a potential technique to solve the ANFIS problems. In the context of PSO, ANFIS is considered as one particle and parameters that influence the ANFIS process is considered as a dimension of the particle. While in the PSO, there are some particles; means there are some ANFIS processes that compete to achieve the potential solution of objective function of ANFIS. , that each node connected with single node of layer 2a. The connections present modify the membership function value; Layer 3 is the fuzzy rule base layer; while layer 4 is the normalization layer. In this layer, the optimized fuzzy rule will selected. Layer 5 is the defuzzification layer while the layer is affected by consequent parameter , and C is output classification. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , each node in layer 2 has single connectivity with node in layer 2a, means each membership function parameter in layer 2 will modified in layer 2a to obtain the appropriate membership which will used to measure the output and get significant minimum error. Further, each node in layer 3 is connected with each node in layer 4, where each of the connection represents a fuzzy rule. The optimal fuzzy rule will selected based on how importance of each fuzzy rule in the corresponding system.
In the proposed PSO-ANFIS, PSO will used to tune all the parameters learning of ANFIS and simultaneously will growing and pruning fuzzy rule number in ANFIS structure to get the best value of parameters learning and fuzzy rule number, respectively. The propose PSO-ANFIS will used to design the ANFIS with a small number of fuzzy rules with high performance accuracy. This task is performed through maximizing the accuracy, minimizing the number of selected rules. 
Experimental studies
To evaluate performance of the proposed algorithms, several experiments are conducted on four real-world datasets from UCI machine learning (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html): Iris Flower, Balloon, Haberman's Survival Data and Thyroid. Table 2 is summarises the characteristics of the datasets used in this experiments. Find objective function of ANFIS using equation (5) -(10). Based on the fitness function find particle's position ( ) in each local best ( ). If fitness ( ) is better than fitness ( ) then = .
4.
Find best value of . Set best of as 5.
Update velocity and position using equation (3) and (4) 6.
For each particle, find new fitness function . Check as fitness function based on step 3) and find the gbest value based on step 4) 7.
Check whether the value has convergence then stop, otherwise back to 5). Check, if gbest_fitness better that stopping criteria then process stop, else goto step 5)
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To ensure the consistency of the data, values of the datasets are normalised in the range of [0, 1] using normalisation formula. Then hold-out cross validation is used to test the performance of the system. Hence, the datasets are partitioned into two sets: a training set and a testing set. The training set is used to train the network in order to get the ANFIS learning while the testing set is used to test the generalisation performance of ANFIS and is not seen during the training process. These datasets are partitioned randomly i.e. 80% of data are used for the training set and the rest 20% for the testing set. Initial values that required in ANFIS-PSO process are described in table 3. The experiments of ANFIS-PSO are conducted based on ten runs on each dataset. The mean and SD (indicates the mean value and standard deviation, respectively) result about the MSE (satisfy accuracy), the number of rule and time consume are calculated and reported Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of ANFIS learning based PSO algorithms. The table shows that the best error rate on the training process is Balloon and on the testing process is Iris Flower. The result indicates that the error rate might not be influenced by the number of input parameters and samples but it might be due to the distributions of the datasets itself. For example, although Habermans's datasets have three input variables, but the distribution of its classes is extremely imbalanced (there are 255 instances for class 1 and 81 instances for class 2), thus it be seen that the significant error of its value is not so good compared to the balloon and iris data. Balloon has fewer instances then others and the distribution data is rather normal, but there is a significance difference of error results between training and testing. On the contrary, Iris data have more variable than Haberman's and more instances than balloon, but it has normal distribution. The output shows minimal error value either in training or testing data. Furthermore, thyroid data obtained the worse results in both set of data in which it has more variable than others and has abnormal distribution data. So, it might be concluded that the distribution of each class gives a large effect to the error rate value. In number of optimal rule 2 column, the smallest number of rule is obtained by balloon, while thyroid has the most one. From the table 3, it is known that Balloon data has the smallest number of data and thyroid has the most one. It seems that there is a correlation between number of input and number of optimal rule. However, Haberman's has less input variable but the optimal number of rule is more than balloon. If seeing from number of sample (instance), the Haberman's has more number of instances than Balloon. While Iris data has more optimal numbers due to it has more input than Haberman's and more instances than balloon. So, it might be concluded that number of input and instances give a substantial contribution to find optimal number of rules. Table 4 shows that the time process is balanced with the number of rule. The more the number of rule the more the time process is obtained. For an example, Balloon data have less number of optimal rules compared to time spent less than others. Thyroid has much number of rule than others, then it also spend more time in it process. So, it can be concluded that the time complexity will reduced while the optimal number of rule is obtained. In the context of evaluation of the classification measurement of PSO-ANFIS, an average of sensitivity, specificity, and predicting accuracy of model was performed in Table 5 . Based on the table 5, when the sensitivity is high and the specificity gives low values, the accuracy is better due to the correlation between these two measurements. In this result, the highest classification accuracy is obtained by balloon dataset (Accuracy equals to one means that all the datasets have been classified precisely), while Iris flower and Haberman's is in the second and third ranking score, respectively and the worst result is obtained by thyroid. By observing from the behaviour of data, Iris flower, Balloon and thyroid have more input variable and have less number of instance compare with Haberman's, but the classification accuracy is bigger than Haberman's. However, the distribution of each class in Haberman's dataset is most un-normal compared to the other. So in this context, the distribution data of each class might result to a large effect in classification measurement besides inconsistent data class of dataset. However, for over all the results given feasible accuracy in classification for all data sets which in all datasets accuracy more than 0.75 is obtained.
Conclusion
In this paper, an approach multiple solutions based on PSO is proposed and applied to develop generalisation and classification accuracy of several objectives for adaptive neuro-fuzzy system (ANFIS). This is done by simultaneously optimising the ANFIS architecture based on two criteria: enhance the accuracy and reduce the complexity based on interpretability. The findings indicated that the proposed method provides promising accuracy which could reduce time complexity.
